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A proof of the Chern-Lashof conjecture in dimensions
greater than five

R. W. Sharpe*

Summary Chern and Lashof ([1], [2]) conjectured that if a smooth manifold Mm has an immersion
into Rw, then the best possible lower bound for îts total absolute curvature îs the Morse number

ju(M) We give a proof of this when m &gt; 5 Under the same dimension restriction, our methods allow
us to show that jtf(M) îs still the best possible lower bound among immersions within a fixed regular
homotopy class except m the case w m +1 even, for which the best lower bound îs

max {p(M), 2\d\}, where d the degree of the Gauss map

1. Introduction

Let i:Mm-*Rw be a smooth immersion of a smooth closed manifold in
Euclidean space. Then the total absolute curvature r(i) of the immersion is

defined (cf. §2). Roughly speaking, r(i) is a measure of the total amount of
bending of the tangent plane of Mm in Rw as the point of tangency moves over M.
The total absolute curvature dépends on the immersion, and can be altered even
by small changes of the immersion within its regular homotopy class.

The Morse number fi(M) is a topological invariant of M, and consequently
does not dépend on the immersion. For smooth manifolds of dimension greater
than five it is the number of cells in the smallest C.W. complex of the same simple
homotopy type as M (cf. [11]). In 1957 Chern and Lashof [2] proved that t(i) is

bounded below by the Morse number n(M). In the same paper, they conjecture
that ju(M) is the best possible lower bound for x{i) as the immersion i : Afm—»RH;

varies over ail possibilities. We give:

THEOREM A. The Chern-Lashof conjecture holds for smooth immersions
of smooth closed manifolds of dimension greater than five.

* This work was supported in part by NSERC grant A4621 In addition the author would hke to
thank the Umversity of Geneva, the Swiss Science Foundation and the University of Pans VII for
their hospitahty while parts of this paper were wntten
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Before stating our second resuit we recall some facts about the normal degree
of a codimension one immersion i\Mm —»RW+1 of an oriented smooth manifold
M (cf. Hopf [3], Milnor [5]). The normal degree is defined as follows. Let
g : Mm —&gt; Sm be the Gauss map associating to each point x e M its oriented unit
normal vector. The degree d e Z of this map is the normal degree of the

immersion, and is clearly an invariant of the regular homotopy class of i. The

following theorem is due to Hopf, Milnor and Smale (and dépends upon Adam&apos;s

theorem that only the sphères of dimensions 1, 3 and 7 are parallelizeable).

NORMAL DEGREE THEOREM ([3], [5], [12]). Let i:Mm-*Rm+l be a

smooth immersion of a smooth closed oriented manifold with normal degree d.

Then:

i) If mis even then d x(M)/2.
ii) If m is odd but not 1, 3 or 7 then:

a) // M is parallelizeable then d is even.

b) // M is not parallelizeable then d is odd.

Moreover, subject to thèse restrictions, every possible integer arises as the

normal degree of some immersion Mm—&gt;Rm+l.

iii) If m 1, 3, or 7 then M is parallelizeable and d can be any integer.

In 1961 Kuiper [4] explicitly raised the question of Computing the best possible
lower bound for r of immersions of M2 in IR3 varying over ail possibilités in a

prescribed regular homotopy class. An answer to this question has been given
recently by Pinkall [9]. Hère is the answer to the analogue of Kuiper&apos;s question
for manifolds of dimension greater than five.

THEOREM B. Let i:Mm-*Rw be a smooth immersion of a smooth closed

manifold of dimension greater than five. Let r[i] dénote the infimum of r(j) as j
varies over ail immersions in the regular homotopy class [i] of i.

i) // m + 1&lt; w, of if m + 1 w odd then r[i] ju(M).
ii) // m + 1 w - even then M is orientable and inf r[i] max {ju(M), 2 \d\},

where d is the normal degree of i.

Note that for m &gt; 5 Theorem B provides (except in the case m + 1 w

even) a stronger form of the Chern-Lashof conjecture showing that ti(M) is in
fact the best possible lower bound for t within each regular homotopy class. In
the exceptional case m + 1 w even it shows that there are counterexamples to
this stronger form of the Chern-Lashof conjecture unless \d\ &lt;//(M)/2. The

examples (due to Milnor) provided by part ii) of the Normal Degree Theorem
show that this inequality need not hold. However the Normal Degree Theorem ii)
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also says that we can always find another immersion (in a différent regular
homotopy class) of the same manifold for which \d\ 1 or 0. Since ju(M)&gt;2 it
follows that for this new immersion max {ju(M), 2 \d\} ju(M). Thus Theorem B

implies Theorem A.
Our paper is organized as follows. In §2 we recall the définition of total

absolute curvature and the Kuiper-Wilson réduction of the computation of its
best lower bound to the immersed Morse number y. We also mention a few
known results for small m. In §3 we state the fundamental handle manipulation
results based on work of Perron and Rourke, and in §4 we use thèse to show that
in codimension greater than one there is no obstruction to y ju(M). In §5 we

study the codimension one case more carefully, describing several techniques for
manipulating the handles. In §6 we study the local degree of the Gauss mapping
and dérive the inequality r(M) &gt; max {^(M), 2 \d\} for the odd codimension one
case. In §7 we combine the resuit of §5 and §6 to finish the proof of the

codimension one case. Finally in §8 we give examples of codimension one
immersions of odd dimensional sphères in Euclidean space which are &quot;tight

within their regular homotopy class,&quot; having arbitrary odd normal degree, and

raise a question about their uniqueness.

Throughout this paper C*(M) refers to the chain complex of the universal

cover of M as a right Zjti(M) module.

2. The Kuiper-Wilson réduction to Morse theory

Let g : Sq(M)-* Sw~l be the Gauss map from the unit normal sphère bundle of
M to the unit sphère in Rw arising from the immersion i:M-*Rw. The total
absolute curvature of i is defined to be:

(O=f |g*û&gt;|,

where co is the rotation invariant volume form on Sw l of unit total volume

(cf. [1]).
A change of variables to the sphère Sw 1

yields the formula:

t(i) v(e)(o
JSw-\

where v(e) #{x e M | g(x) e}. If e is a regular value of g (which holds for
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almost ail eeSw~l, then he (e, -)\M is a Morse function and v(e)
C(he) s the number of critical points of he. Hence:

r(O=f C(he)co,

so that t(î) &gt; ju(M for ail immersions (cf. [2] for ail this).
Now we define the immersed Morse number y^yii] to be inf C(xx°j \ M)

where / varies over ail immersions in the regular homotopy class [/] of /. It follows
immediately that t[i) &gt; y[i] &gt; ju(M).

Hère is the Kuiper-Wilson observation.

THEOREM 2.1 ([4], [16]). Let i\Mm-*W be a smooth immersion of a
smooth closed manifold in Euclidean space. Then r[i] y[i].

For a sketch of the proof see Sharpe [11]. The importance of this resuit for us
is that it reduces the problem of Computing the best lower bound for r to &quot;the

Morse theory of immersions.&quot;

We mention some results on Theorems A and B for small m. Transversality
arguments show that every immersion Mm^&gt;W is regularly homotopic to an
immersion Mm-*R2m and hence to an immersion Mm-»R2m+1 with last
coordinate a Morse function on M with ju(M) critical points (cf. Kuiper-Wilson
op. cit.). Thus both A and B are true for w &gt; 2m and the interesting cases occur
for w^lrn, which we now assume. When m l Theorem A is obvious, and

Theorem B follows from Whitney&apos;s classification of immersions of S1 in R2 by
their normal degree [15]. For m 2 and w 3, Theorem A follows from the
classification of 2-manifolds, and examples of immersions of thèse in R3 given
over the years. Pinkall&apos;s work cited above is Theorem B in this case. I know of no
évidence that Theorems A and B do not generalize to ail dimensions.

3. Manipulating immersed handles

In the &quot;abstract (i.e. non-ambient) Morse theory&quot; of handle rearrangement
and cancellation (as described in Milnor [7] p. 37 &amp; 45 for example) the intention
is to alter (under certain circumstances) a given Morse function / : M -+ R so as to
obtain spécifie effects on its critical point structure (the reordering of two adjacent
critical values or the removal of a complementary pair of critical points.

In the &quot;embedded Morse theory&quot; of Rourke [10] and Perron [8]
(codimension ^ two) and Sharpe [11] (codimension one) the aim is to do exactly
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x*\descend/ng\\ membrane

prq/ect/on

n «
ftea/&quot;rangement

Fig 3 1 &apos;Rearrangment

the same things, except that the Morse function îs in fact a composite

f =xwQi M —&gt; R, (where i M -» R&quot; îs an embeddmg and *„ îs the last coordinate
function), and we are only allowed to alter / ambiently i e by varymg i through
an isotopy Figures 3 1 and 3 2 indicate Perron&apos;s processes for ambient rearrangement

and cancellation
In this section we adapt the techniques for rearrangement and cancellation of

embedded handle theory to the (less restrictive) case in which i îs an immersion
and again we are only allowed to alter / ambiently, which hère means varymg i
through a regular homotopy It turns out that the hypothèses which work in case

of &quot;abstract Morse theory&quot; almost always work m &quot;immersed Morse theory
&quot;

The exception occurs m the codimension one case for the cancellation theorem
and can already be seen in the case of immersions of the circle in the plane as

shown m the Figures 3 3 and 3 4 In both cases the cntical points p and q form an

abstractly cancelhng pair In the case of Figure 3 3 there îs no way to cancel the
cntical points p and q ambiently since such a cancellation would alter the normal

descend/ng
membrane

0
«sscendmg

UCance//arron&quot;

Fig 3 2 &quot;Cancellation&quot;
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obst/nate removea6/e
cnt/ca/ pair critical pair

Fig. 3.3 Fig. 3.4

degree of the immersion. Such a pair of abstractly cancelling critical points we call
an &quot;oppositely sensed&quot; or &quot;obstinate&quot; handle pair. On the other hand Figure 3.4
shows a pair of &quot;similarly sensed&quot;, or &quot;removeable&quot; critical points which can

obviously be removed ambiently.
Let us assume that / has exactly two critical points p and q in the range

^[a,6j=/~1([û, b])y and that both lie in the interior of MyOtby Let tf indexp(/)
and /9 index^/), and assume that f(p)^f(q). A choice of a gradient-like
vector field £0 for/on M{aM (with £0(/) -1 off a small neighborhood of p and

q) gives rise to a handlebody structure on M\aJ&gt;y For the moment we are
interested in the handle h&quot; of dimension a corresponding to the upper critical
point p.

By putting i in gênerai position along the core of ha (by means of a small

regular homotopy of i), the image of the core in R&quot; will hâve transverse
self-intersection of dimension ô =2a/ — w&lt;2a~ (m + 1). Let us assume until
further notice that 2a ^ m + 1 so that ô &lt; 0. Thus the image of the core has at

most a finite number of point self-intersections. Since RH is simply connected

(and m &gt;5), thèse intersection points can be &quot;piped down&quot; (cf. [14]) below the
level of qy as in the Figure 3.5. After increasing a to a&apos; if necessary we may
assume that i \ (core of ha) is an embedding and thus, after possibly choosing
smaller normal dises, i \ h&quot; is an embedding.

We now indicate the changes needed in Perron&apos;s basic lemmas in order that

they apply to the immersion case. We use the ascending and descending
membranes as in Perron ([8], def 2.3) except that our membranes are allowed to
hâve interior intersection with M. The effect of this is that whenever we push M
across a membrane we may introduce new self-intersections on M. However
Perron&apos;s lemma 2.4 ([8]) for rearranging handles now holds, with regular
homotopy replacing isotopy, even in codimension one. In Perron&apos;s lemma 2.9

([8]) for ambient cancellation we may weaken the condition that the interiors of
the projections of the two membranes be disjoint by assuming that this is true

only for some collar neighborhoods of their boundaries. As above, the effect of
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before pipmg pipmg

Fig 3 5

this îs that dunng the cancellation procédure we may introduce new self-

mtersections on M, so the cancellation process involves a regular homotopy
rather than an isotopy

Let us consider the meaning of the condition that there exist collars for the

projections which are disjoint This condition follows by gênerai position except
in codimension one If ît fails in codimension one ît means that there îs a

séquence of points common to the two collars which converges to a point
common to their boundanes But condition 1 of Perrons lemma 2 9 ([8]) tells us

there îs just one such point, and ît follows that the two collars lie (locally) on the

same side of M at this point Thus, m the codimension one case, to cancel a pair
of cntical points we need only assume that, in addition to being an abstractly
cancelhng pair, the cntical points are &quot;removeable,&quot; by which we mean that the

upward normal directions (î e the positive xw direction) at p and q give the same

orientation to the normal hne bundle of M in RH if we compare them along the

(unique homotopy class of) path T )ommgp to q in M along the core of p and the

co-core of q In this case we say the corresponding handles hâve the same
&quot;sensé

&quot;

Note that if M îs onented then the use of T îs unnecessary In fact in this case

we can give each cntical point a canonical sensé of &quot;up&quot; or &quot;down&quot; corresponding

as îts onented normal direction points up or down If M îs non-orientable we

can do this non-canonically by choosmg base point paths to the cntical points
Then a cntical point îs &quot;up&quot; or &quot;down&quot; according as upward normal orientation
at the base point carried along to the cntical point by means of îts base point path
îs up or down In this case T gives an élément À e jïx{M) which îs orientation
preserving if and only if the corresponding handles hâve the same sensé as in the

paragraph above
Now let us consider the modifications to thèse arguments m the case that the
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inequality 2a &lt; m + 1 fails. In this case we use the Morse fonction -/ (-xw)°i
whose handles are the dual of those of /. The effect is to interchange the rôles of

p and q in the rearrangement and cancellation theorems. Writing a* m — a etc.

we hâve 2a* 2m — 2a&lt;2m — (m +1) ra — 1. Thus in the case /3&gt;a

(rearrangement theorem) we get 2j5*^2ûr*&lt;m-l&lt;m + l, and in the case

a j8 4-1 (cancellation theorem) we get 2)8* 2a* + 2 &lt; m + 1. In both cases we

recover the inequality required for proceeding as above. Clearly the regular
homotopy we obtain which rearranges or cancels the critical points for -/ will do

the same for /.
Thus we can state the main resuit of this section as follows:

THEOREM 3.6. Let i:Mm-^&gt;W be a smooth immersion of a smooth closed

manifold such that f xw ° i : Mm -&gt; R is a Morse fonction with exactly two critical
points p and q (of index a and p respectively) in M[aM =f~1([af b]), with

a&lt;f(q)&lt;f(p)&lt;b. Then:

i) (Immersed Rearrangement) If a &lt; fi then there is a regular homotopy of i
with support in M\Qtb\ which moves it to a new position i&apos; so thatf —xw°ï has the

same critical points as f (with the same indices) but f&apos;(p) &lt;f&apos;(q).

ii) (Immersed Cancellation) Suppose that a /3 + 1 and that the descending
sphère of p meets the ascending sphère of q transversely in a single point in some
level f~l(c) (where f(q) &lt; c &lt;/(/?)). // w m + 1 we assume in addition that p
and q are similarly sensed. Then there is a regular homotopy of i with support in

M[a,b\ t° a new position V so thatf =xw°i&apos; has the no critical points in M\ah\.

4. Codimension greater than one

Consider the case of an immersion i : Mm —&gt; Rw where m + 1 &lt; w. After a

small regular homotopy of / (a small rotation of Rw will do) we may assume that

f =xw°i:Mm-*R is a Morse function. It gives rise to a handlebody structure on

M with free chain complex (over A Z

Q ^ Q &gt; C &gt; &gt; C

Now there is a séquence of jr^MJ-simple base changes, stabilizations, and

destabilizations which will convert C* into a chain complex with total rank ti(M).
When m &gt;5, just as in the proof of the s-cobordism theorem, each of the simple
base changes can be realized by variation of the gradient-like vector field £() for /
combined with the immersed handle rearrangement 3.6(i). The destabilizations
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can ail be realized by immersed cancellation 3.6(ii), and the stabilizations can be

realized trivially (cf. Perron [8] lemma 2.10). This proves Theorem B when the
codimension &gt;L

5. Moving obstinate handles in codimension one

We can try to do the same thing as in §4 to remove handles in the
codimension one case, except hère we can only stabilize and destabilize with
(abstractly cancelling) pairs of critical points of the same sensé. In this section we
describe the following three techniques:

1) &quot;trading up&quot; (or &quot;trading down&quot;) obstinate handle pairs.
2) &quot;exchange of sensé&quot; of two oppositely sensed handles of the same

dimension.
3) &quot;reversai of sensé&quot; of a handle at the expense of introducing or removing

an obstinate handle pair.
First we study &quot;trading up&quot;. Given a oppositely sensed pair of handles

(hk+\ hk), we first insert a trivial simiiarly sensed pair (hk+2, hk + ]). By adding
hk+l to hk+x along some path we get an abstractly cancelling pair (hk+\ hk). We

can insure that this pair is simiiarly sensed as follows. If M is orientable, then
choose the simiiarly sensed pair (h\+2, hk+l) to hâve the same sensé as hk. If M is

non-orientable, then we can choose the path along which the handle addition
takes place so that (hk+\ hk) is simiiarly sensed. Thus we can cancel the simiiarly
sensed pair (hk+\ hk), and we are left with a oppositely sensed pair (h\+2, hk+l)
in one dimension higher. We leave the spécial case k 0 to the reader. Figure 5.1

is a diagram of this process. Simiiarly we can also trade handles down.

k+2

k+1

Fig 5 1
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Next we study &quot;exchange of sensé.&quot; Assume first that M is orientable.
Consider two oppositely sensed handles of dimension k, say h\ (up) and h\
(down) with eu e2e Ck(M) the corresponding basis éléments. Now consider the
familiar séquence of simple base change corresponding to handle addition (and
change of orientation and base point paths at the last stage) ail of which can be
realized ambiently (cf. 3.6):

e* + ekX, e\ where A €

&gt;ef + e% ek2 - (ef + e§Â)À-&apos; e\ + ek2k, -

Of course the sensés of the handles are not changed by the realizations of thèse

opérations; that is, the sensé of the new h\ is up and the sensé of the new h\ is

down. After interchanging the names of the new handles as well, we see that the
total effect of thèse opérations is to return the same chain complex while
exchanging the sensés of two of the handles.

In the non-orientable case we choose the path along which the handle addition
takes place so that A is orientation preserving, and the argument above still
applies.

Finally we study &quot;reversai of sensé.&quot; This is a simple application of
&quot;exchange.&quot; Given a k handle (up), introduce a removeable pair with dimensions
k and k + 1 (both down) and exchange the sensés of the two k handles to get one
k handle (down) plus an obstinate pair with dimensions k (up) and k + 1 (down).
On the other hand, given a k handle (up) together with an obstinate pair
consisting of a A: handle (down) and a k +1 handle (up), then we can exchange
the sensés of the k handles to get a k handle (down) together with a removeable

pair and this latter can be cancelled.

It is now easy to see that given a codimension one immersion *:Mm-»Rm+1,
we can combine thèse three techniques with 3.6 to get a regular homotopy to a

new position V:Mm-*Rm+1, so that /&apos;=jtm+1°/&apos; has \i{M) critical points
individually sensed as we choose, together with 2v other critical points coming
from v obstinate pairs in a single pair of dimensions k and k + l, which we can
sélect at will. However the number v will of course vary with the choices of sensé

that we make.
In the orientable case the v obstinate pairs may ail be assumed to hâve the

same sensé (Le. that the k handles are ail up or ail down) for if not we can

exchange the sensés of some of the k handles of thèse pairs to make some of them
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even
tfi menszona/
handlvs x k+1

/odd
d/mensiona/

/ \ nand/es

group J group 2

Fig. 5.2

removeable, and then get rid of them. Moreover we can assume ail the k handles

are up, if we are willing to perhaps change k. For they are either ail up or ail

down, and if the latter then trade them ail up one dimension.
In the non-orientable case we hâve even more freedom to remove obstinate

pairs. Given any two obstinate pairs of k and k +1 handles we can exchange
sensés of the k handles along a path for which the corresponding élément in
jix(M) is non-orientable to get two removeable pairs and then get rid of them.
Thus in the non-orientable case we may assume that v 0 or 1. Thus we hâve:

PROPOSITION 5.2. Every smooth immersion i:Mm-»Rm+l with m&gt;5 is

regularly homotopic to an immersion V for which the handles off =jcm+10/&apos; fall
(non-canonically) into two groups as in Figure 5.2 consisting of:

1) ju(M) &quot;necessary&quot; handles such that those of even dimension are up and
those of odd dimension are down {let jÂk be the number of handles of
dimension k of this type), and

2) v obstinate handle pairs in dimensions k + 1 and k with the k handles ail up.

If M is non-orientabley then v 1 or 0.

6. Local degree

We will need the following simple lemma to compute local degrees in the case

when M is orientable:

LEMMA 6.1. Let i:Mm-*Rm+l be an immersion of an orientable manifold
with Gauss map g : Mm -&gt; Sm. Assume that f xm+x°i has a nondegenerate critical

point of index k at p e M, and that g(p) em+l. Then g has local degree (-ï)m~k
atp. Ifg(p) -em+l, then g has local degree (-1)* at p.
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Proof. We can choose an oriented coordinate System (x, y) e Rk x Rm~k On M
near p so that p has coordinates (0,0), and f c— x2 + y2. Moreover (jc, y)
extends over a neighborhood of i(p) in Rm+1 so that (x, y, xm+l) is an oriented
local coordinate System on Rm+1, in which M is given by the équation
x2-y2 + xm+l 0. Assume that this local coordinate System (jc, y, xm+l) is the
restriction of the standard global coordinate System on Rm+1 (we shall leave the

gênerai case to the reader). Thus g is given there by g(x, y) (2x, -2y, 1), and

hence has local degree {-\)m~k. In the other case where g(p) -em+l a similar

argument gives the local degree of g at p as (—1)*.

COROLLARY 6.2. The number of critical points off is at least 2 \d\.

Proof. Let C+(/) (respectively C_(/)) be the number of critical points of /
with the upward (respectively downward) sensé. Since the local degree at each

critical point is ±1, we hâve:

C+(/) &gt; |E local degree of g at c\ \d\9

where the summation is over critical points c of/with the upward sensé. Similarly
C_(/) s \d\, so C(/) C+(f) + C_(/) ^ 2 \d\.

Remark 6.3. In the case of m even, the Normal Degree Theorem gives

\d\ \x/2\ and hence the corollary gives C(/)&gt;|#|. Since we already hâve

C(f) ^ ju(M) 25 |#| (cf. §2) this is not new. In the case of m odd however, the

Normal Degree Theorem says that \d\ is unbounded, so the inequality C(f) ^
2\d\ gives a nontrivial restriction on C(/) supplementary to the condition

C(f) &gt; fi(M). Thus we hâve C(f) &gt; max {fi(M)y 2 \d\}.

7. The case of codimension one

We begin by eliminating the non-orientable odd dimensional manifolds.

LEMMA 7.1. No smooth closed non-orientable odd dimensional manifold
immerses with codimension one in Euclidean space.

Proof. An immersion /:Afm-*Rm+1 yields a normal Une bundle v which in
turn gives a map g:Mm-^¥m such that v g*(rç) and TM g*(rPm), where r\ is

the canonical bundle over Pm. Thus rM®e^g*^®£)=g*(rjm+l) vm+l.

Thus 0}x{M) (m 4- 1)û&gt;!(v) 0 since m is odd. Hence M is orientable.
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For the rest of this section we assume that the handles hâve been arranged
according to the description in Proposition 5.2.

Consider the case of a non-orientable, and hence even dimensional, manifold.
There is at most one oppositely sensed pair. If such a pair exists we merely trade
it down until the dimensions are 1 and 0, and then do a &quot;reversai of sensé&quot;

between the 0 handle with one of the minima along an appropriate (orientation
reversing if necessary) path. This changes the oppositely sensed pair to a similarly
sensed one, and we remove it, leaving exactly ju(M) handles.

Now consider the case of an orientable even dimensional manifold. According
to the Normal Degree Theorem the degree of the Gauss map is #/2; calculating
by Lemma 6.1 with both the up and the down handles respectively, we get:

X/2 (-1)*V + £ li2k -{(-1)*V + S J*2*-l}-

It follows that (-l)*2v + £ \ik 0, and hence k is odd. In particular:

X/2 - v + 2 Hik v - 2 02*-î

If x/2^0 then v&lt; E jU2* while if %I2&lt;0 then v&lt;S/i2F,. In the first case we
can use the &quot;reversai of sensé&quot; to remove ail the obstinate pairs (after trading
them up or down as necessary) by using them to change the sensés of some of the

even dimensional handles. In the other case we remove them by changing the

sensés of some of the odd dimensional handles.

Finally we consider the case of an oriented odd dimensional manifold. Let us

orient M so that the normal degree d&gt;0. Calculating by the Lemma 6.1 with
both the up and the down handles gives:

d (-l)*+1v - E ii2k (-1)*+Iv - 2 pi2k-x

Thus là + \x (-l)*+12v and hence k is odd. thus we can reduce v by changing
the sensés of min {]U, v} handles in the first group by the &apos;&apos;reversai of sensé&quot;

trick. This leaves jâ 4- 2(v — min {fj,, v}) max {jm, 2 \d\} handles. But by the final
remark of §6 this is a lower bound for the number of critical points, so it is the
best possible lower bound. This finishes the proof of Theorem B.

8. Concluding remarks

What we might call the &quot;géométrie question&quot; in the subject of total absolute

curvature of immersions is the following. Given an immersion i:Mm-*Rw whose
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total absolute curvature achieves the minimum within its regular homotopy class,
what can one say about M itself and the immersion il The hypothesis can be
framed as follows. For m&gt;5 an immersion i:M-*Rw has minimal absolute
curvature within its regular homotopy class iff for almost ail e e Sw~\ the function
x*-*i(x)-e is a Morse function with exactly y[i] critical points. Such an
immersion may be called &quot;tight within its regular homotopy class&quot;. We note that
in the case when y[i] ju(M) this notion of tightness appears to be slightly more
gênerai than the usual one which requires also that //(M) £ dim Hk(M, K) for
some field K. In any case, the usual notion of tightness is very strong, many
manifolds having no tight immersion in any Euclidean space (cf. Thorbergson
[13] for highly connected even dimensional examples of this).

Let i:Sm—*RW be an immersion which is tight within its regular homotopy
class. Assume first that m &gt; 5 and we are not in the exceptional case m + 1 w

even. Then Theorem B shows that y[i] ju(Sm) 2. Thus the immersion is tight,
and by the work of Chern and Lashof [1], i(Sm) is the boundary of a convex bail
in some m +1 dimensional affine subspace of Rw. In particular / is regularly
homotopic either to the standard embedding or the antipodal embedding. Now
let us consider the exceptional case m +1 w even. In this case there are
immersions /:Sm~»Rm+1 which are tight within their reguiar homotopy class with
any odd normal degree d as indicated in Figure 8.1. This picture immerses S1 with
normal degree d 2k — 1 in R2 as an immersed submanifold y. The immersed

hypersurface of révolution X in Rm+1 obtained by revolving Y about the y axis is:

X={(x,y,z)eRxRx Rm~l | (V{*2 + z2}, y) e Y}.

By symmetry, the critical point structure of the function he on X does not change

k copias

Fig. 8.1
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if we rotate e about the y axis into the original plane, where (for e not vertical) it
clearly has exactly 2d critical points. Using Lemma 6.1 it is easily checked that X
has normal degree d. It follows that X is tightly immersed within its regular
homotopy class. Is it true that for m odd any smooth immersion Sm-»R&quot;I+1 of
odd degree d which is tightly immersed withm its regular homotopy class is

regularly homotopic to this one?
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